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Time to Celebrate!

Prologue
Balijatra needs little introduction. It is the ideal example of
how an occasion as unifying in scope as
Balijatra brings together the masses for a common
cause — enjoyment.
Be it the average office-goer relishing his hard earned moments
of leisure or the six year old girl who risked her life to appease a
thrill-hungry crowd in the much popular Maut ka Kuan, the various shades of Balijatra’s meaning today must have stirred the hearts
of many.
As a group of students who feel strongly about the issues raised by
any event as elaborate as Balijatra, we have made a collection of
our observations regarding the celebration of Balijatra and have
tried to focus on a few nuances of the fair. We hope our attempt
finds favour with our esteemed readers.
We wish to thank the Phoenix Resource Centre, College
Square, Cuttack for sponsoring our effort and providing us with the infrastructure and the facilitation to achieve our objective.
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T

he history of Indian trade and commerce goes back to 3000 B.C. Indian merchants used to navigate
many sea routes and the start of the caravan was an important event for the merchant community.
Excavations in Babylon, Assyria, Sumer, Bali, Petra, Persia and Lebanon testify to trade exchanges with

India.

Indian saliors used to employ direction finding birds for locating the sea shore. Indian ports were great centers for
Indian National Trade. Indians had full knowledge of the ports of the Red Sea and the Persion Gulf.
In ancient Orissa the brave Oriya ‘Sadhabas’ (merchants) used to sail their ‘Boitas’(boats) towards the distant
islands like Sumatra, Bali and Borneo(Indonesia). They used to celebrate the grand ceremonial set-sail of the
Boitas towards the Bali islands as ‘Balijatra’. Such a performance bears the memory of the golden age when
maritime trade of Orissa was at its height of glory.
Now, in due course of time everything has changed. Today there
are no Sadhabas, no Boitas or that sort of performance but
nonetheless, the Oriyas are celebrating that bygone day today
as ‘Balijatra’ for the sake of the glorious past.
On the holy Purnima(fullmoon) day of Kartik, the entire city of
Cuttack turns one in unison to go to Gadagadia Ghat for a
sacred bath in the river Mahanadi and make the boats float in
the current of the river Mahanadi as a religious performance.
This is called the historical ‘Balijatra’. Many organisations conduct ‘Boita Bandana’ by arranging meetings, boating in
Mahanadi and cultural programmes at the historic Barabati Fort and in the open air on the bank of GadaKhai of
Barabati. like yesteryears, this year too at Gadagadia ghat a fair was organised for seven days starting from
‘Kartik Purnima’. On the occasion of Balijatra there was a large gathering of men and women for the purpose
of amusement.
The sight of the Balijatra was very grand. The place was full of people of all ages and sexes. Everybody was
in his or her best dress. Old and young alike moved about in a merry mood. They were shouting and laughing and
pushing one another to make their way through the jostling crowd . The children seem to be joyfull. A large
number of temporary stalls had been opened in the fair. Some were selling fancy goods, some sold sweets and
some cheap dresses and ornaments. Various performing parties, shops from Cuttack and outside sold stationary,
furniture works; hotels and sweetmeat shops displayed their goods for sale. ‘Dahibara alludam’,’Thunkapuri’
and ‘poda pitha’ are indeed the special attraction for the revellers of this jatra.
In many of the stalls there were only play things such as balls, balloons, whistles, toys , dolls etc. Earthen pots,
metal utensils and various articles of domestic use were also sold in many shops. But the fancy goods were in the
greatest demand, and the women were the chief customers of these. They bought ribbons, looking glasses,
perfumes,bangles, rings and such other trinkets. Ofcourse, the things sold in these shops were not all good, but
still many people purchased them and ate the food with satisfaction.
The ‘Balijatra’ is indeed like a great festivity and everybody who came here seemed supremely happy. People
enjoyed the ‘Balijatra’ to their hearts’ content and all returned home in a happy mood.

Devendra Nath Mohanta
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ride and glory in actual achievements linger long in the form of traditions after everything has faded into the
pages of history .The maritime supremacy of Kalinga traders 2000 years ago, is one such forgotten past,
but the annual ritual of sending out merchants to sea on Kartik Purnima day forms the part of observance of Balijatra and in some places Boita Bandana.

Orissa history has a great tradition of journeys into the sea .The custom of Danga Bhasani or boat sailing in
some sacred pond or river on Kartika Purnima using indigenous material has a great religous and socioeconomic significance. Associated with the legendary story of
sailors and their only sister, Taapoi, this time of year signifies
economic pursuits, Devi puja and worship of Tulsi plant.The
return of prodical sailor and business activities coincides at the
annual baliyatra which makes the grand culmination of the
month long celebration of several religious rites and rituals.
Several researches prove that Oriyas were indeed successful
and prosperous traders who left behind many traces of oriya
culture in far off lands of south-east. Baliyatra is held for five
days.The name of the festival has two significance. Some are
of the opinion that on this day ,the Sadhavas were sailing off
to Bali and therefore the name. Some others believe that Sri
Chaitanya, the great vaishnavite saint of Bengal on his way to Puri landed on this day in Cuttack after an arduous
journey crossing the sandbed of river Mahanadi. Bali’ being the oriya term for sand,Baliyatra is considered
commemoration of Sri Chaitanya’s August arrival in Orissa and warm welcome accorded to him by the Gajapati
King of Orissa on the Mahanadi Banks.
Nobody knows when the fair started, though it gained popularity in the nineteenth century particularly in context
of oriya nationalist when the leaders started rallying the oriya speaking populace around festivals and landmarks
symbolising oriya glory. Since then it has been a trading festival alright, like the many agrarian festivals we have in
this country. And despite over its beginning,the majority of oriya take the nationalist line-that it celebrates the
state’s maritime past. Historical evidence tells us that maritime trade played a major role in oriya life and culture.
Among the first traders to reach foreign shores, the sadhavas of Kalinga had landed on Java island in present day
Indonesia by 75 A.D., long before the mighty Cholas emerged in south. Some much so that Bay of Bengal was
known as Kalinga Udhathi for a long time, on the account of pre-dominance of oriya sailors and navigators in
the water, says noted historian P.C.Rath.
Though the ancient ports in Orissa coasts have become inactive through gradual silting up of the river mouth and
maritime trade is almost extinct, yet the memory still preserves the past tradition as a frozen frame through annual
celebrations of Boita Bandana and Balijatra.

Pramathadeep Kabi
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alijatra is a grand fair of Cuttack and attracts lots of people. The whole scenario of Balijatra has
changed with the passage of time. The masses who come to Balijatra not only come as buyers but also
enjoy the variety of foods and rides. Sellers from different places come to sell their goods with attractive
offers to draw the attention of the Balijatra goers. Though the number of shops has been increasing in the recent
years and so the demands for goods. The merchants come from different places to earn good profit as lakhs of
people visit the fair. The six day fair is enjoyed by different age groups with the variety to attract people of all
kinds.
Bargaining the prices of the commodities is one of the common scenes we get to see. Woman usually argue on
the prices of the household goods.There are variety of products starting from women’s accessories, to household products, to kitchen utensils, to expensive and big goods like
TV, refrigerator, furnitures, etc. The vendors too do not miss chance
to take part in the bargain. It is sometimes fun to see such sights.
The day time is usually not very busy and is visited by the college
students who come to enjoy with their friends and by ladies who
come buy necessary goods and even get ample of time to bargain
with the traders. Half of the shops remain closed .Though the food
stall remains closed but the most highlighted item Thunkapuri shops
are always open. The local people enjoy this dish.
The most busiest time is the night time with thousands of people rushing through the path to visit the fair. The
security also becomes tight during this hour. It is the peak time for the shopkeepers fulfilling every demand of the
jatragoers. Every shop gets crowded and sometimes becomes impossible to be controlled. The foods stalls gain
a lot during this time. Sometimes due to the crowd, people wait for a long time for their food. Though there does
not lies much difference between the prices of the eatables inside or outside Balijatra but some ice-creams and
cold drinks give attractive offers and prizes to draw the attention of the customers. Even the “gupchupwalas” and
dahivadawalas earn quite a profit. Others products also get easily sold by the shopkeepers with little convinces
required. At this hour, Balijatra becomes something of a pandemonium with the rush and crowd. The rides
raise the fare during the night. The rush goes on till late night with families hanging out from one shop to other.
The different Handloom and village society come to take part in this fair and sell their products. The hand made
commodities is the center of attention of the visitors. The goverment gives special attention to these shops. Each
village with its unique products claims its identity. The products with highest demand are household goods and
kitchen utensils Some brand companies too set there shops on such goods. These products are sold in huge
number with attractive offers. The prices of these products are bargained as each one of them wants to purchase
the products at the minimum cost he could afford
Balijatra’s significance has grown in the recent years. The number of sellers and buyers have also increased in
number and the range of products have also raised. As this fair comes once in a year with attractive propositions
the common mass wants to grab as much as he can from this fair. It is a great ground for shopping and
enjoyment as every buyer gets satisfaction from his buying.

Debarati Palit
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alijatra is not a fair of recent origin. It has as many as centuries within itself as its history of origin. From
75 AD to the era of science and computer the 21st century it is famous as seven days long fair of merry
making and enjoyment, with prolific manner of rollicking moments. This is a fair in the month of November where the people of Cuttack not only gather and unite but people from every corner of India come here and
enjoys a lot. This is a fair better known as a fair of extension of marketing and earning huge profits at the same
time it is regarded as one the best channel for propaganda .
Starting from the small doll makers to the big and reputed
companies including beauty product makers. Every one regards this as the best platfrom for their marketing. However
the small idol makers , the doll makers and the people from
the tiny villages with their bamboo crafts just wait for this
Balijatra to quench their thirst by earning profits .
During this mela the shopkeepers narrated their good experiences and at the same time they have expressed the corelation
between their company and the fair. According to the views
of the big companies which have their own reputed position in the consumer market, it is not a mere fair for
earning profit but launching of a new product through this fair is getting more exposure. Ultimately through this
fair the cloaked talents gets highlighted as the products of the cottage industries of Orissa and other parts of our
country have greater jurisdiction of showcasing their product When questions were asked to the small idol
makers they expressed their views in such a way as if they just wait for this Balijatra every year anxiously.
We also visited Orissa Rural Development And Marketing Society (ORMAS). We met the chief executive of
ORMAS Mr. Vipin Rout. According to him this is only one which is providing loans to the self help groups in the
village level . ORMAS is taking care about the products and demand in the market to say properly looking for
the marketability of the products of the SHGs and then financing the groups through (Swarna Jayanti Gramiya
Swarojgar Jojana). Rural products are vital for livelihood of rural producers and artisans . But these products
are faced with challenges of competitive market and the changed attitude of the consumers in the fast and
globalizing market. Fairs like Balijatra are enabling the rural products to reach the masses and keeps alive the
rural tradition and culture. The chief cxecutive of ORMAS said Balijatra is really the proper way to market
these products. He also said it is giving more and more exposure to the creative products of the artisans.
Especially the forest products which are very rare also available in this fair and people are day by day attracted
to these scare products However we come accross some of the food product stalls like Ruchi food craft
institute and MPS food processing unit, they expressed the same feeling about Balijatra. MPS food processing
unit is a group of companies and they have their head office at Jhadgram Calcutta. They are coming to this fair for
the last five years and according them the people here are very much co-operative . They said we are here not
for business but basically they are here for propaganda.At the same time when we meet Ruchi Food Craft they
said it is excellent because of this fair their institute is gaining popularity. Same is the case of USHA WORLD
they said we are one of the leading companies for which they do not need more business here but still launching
of new products through this is an excellent thing. Any question regarding their feelings about the fair simply
received adjectives like excellent and very good. Through this fair not only the companies are at the side of
benefit but but people are also getting familiar with their products for which most of the members of these units
very eloquently said that it is the right channel of propaganda.With this an easy prediction is coming out that this
historical Balijatra is one of the fair for the expansion of business for the companies.

Manas Ranjan Ghadei
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ecurity has continued to remain the core issue of caution in any festival.The Cuttack Balijatra festivalis
one such festival where the security plays a very important role.It starts with the regulation of traffic to the
taking care of missing people.The local authorities with assistance from the Cuttack police take care of
the law and order in the festival.
The Cuttack police has constructed emergency camps at
every corner of the field.Tight vigilance was maintained
throughout the festival area.The people who lost their way in
the crowd were helped by the control room authorities to
trace the person.The police was providing security to the
cultural function being held in the riverside area of the
festival.The Giant Wheel and other places of entertainment
where closely monitered by the police.The fire services were
always put on alert in the evening as the risk of fire increases
in the night.All in all tight security was maintained in the light
of heavy crowds.
Apart from all this security,guards appointed by the policewere
maintained in some stalls like the L.P Electronics and other durable consumer products stalls.The police had
created road blocks in cantonment road and on every roed leading to Balijatra area.These road blocks are
prepared to block the two wheelers,cycles and heavy vehicles from entering the festival area.Other than the police control room,a ‘helpline’ was established by a social service
organisation called ‘Vasundhara’ to trace missing person.The
police were assisted by NCC groups in controlling the traffic
and providing help in tracing missing person.On the whole,the
security arangement in Balijatra festaval was complete and
effocient.The alertness of the police had resulted in the festival being a success.There was no untoward incident this year
as the police and the fire services were alert and the authorities made special arrangements for emergency situation.The
overall security of the city was beefed up because of the festival and taking into consideration a huge congregation of people.This festival really tests the character of the
police and the authorities.The elaborate security arrangements create a secured atmospherein and around the
festival.
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s Autumn approached, the atmosphere of Cuttack became more soothing and relaxing with the festive
season of Balijatra. Like every year, this year too the response to this grand presentation was over
whelming. Spread over a vast area, its grandeur was breathtaking. The zest, the ambience enthralled
one and all. Atime when hearts and minds were in a mood to relish and enjoy, no one seemed to be bothered
about the untidy and unhygienic atmosphere that prevailed all around.

Balijatra is a symbol of the rich tradition of Orissa. We boast of our ancient civilisation and culture. We are proud
of our cultural heritage, but has our civic sense also developed with our civilisation? It is indeed a matter of great
worry and the solution lies with ourselves only. It is a general practice to put the blame on the civic authorities for
the filth and squalor that we see
around us. Sadly, we don’t
realise that without the help and
cooperation of the general
mass they are helpless. The
Balijatra ground is the perfect example of public apathy.
At the food stalls and
snacks counters people, after
enjoying mouth watering
Panipuri, Chaat, Biriyani or
Chowmein just throw the
disposable plates and bowls on
the ground creating an unsightly garbage mess all around.
Parents don’t teach their
children simple civic responsibilities. Chewing Gum, Chocolate wrappers and polythene
bags are found lying everywhere.
Lacking a sense of cleanliness, we feel we have no other responsibility except keeping our homes and ourserlves
clean. The “responsibile” elders themselves, it seems, leave no stone unturned in turning an otherwise clean place
dirty. Apart from spitting, some are so shameless that they even urinate in these public places. The stinking smell
and filthy environs thus make it nearly impossible even to walk through these lanes. An otherwise beautiful and
serene place is turned into an eyesore due to our uncivic sense.
On the other hand, in many foreign countries the zoos, amusement parks and fairs are squeaky clean. Even the
owners of pets can be prosecuted if their pets defecate on the streets or in public places. Does this mean, that
fear of punishment should prevail to inculcate a civic sense in us? Why is it not that we learn it voluntarily? It is
high time we realise that public places like the Balijatra Ground belong to us, it is we who have to take care of this
cultural heritage.
The responsibility of maintaining a clean environment is not restricted to our four walls alone. Each one of us can
contribute our shares towards achieving the goal of cleanliness. If involvement of each of us is acquired then the
joy of Balijatra would be doubled. A neat, clean Balijatra would hence be a real treat.
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alijatra is the stage of our rich cultural heritage.Our illustrious culture is not restricted only to the Sun
Temple of Konark, Jagannath Temple of Puri but to the dances which represent indeed the heart and
soul of Orissa. One of the biggest jatras shows the continuity of our profound heritage.The first day
marked, the inauguration function which was held with great
festivity starting with Odissi, the
dance which represents
Orissa. The troupes came
from the city of temples,
Bhubaneswar. The function
was
launched
with
Mangalacharan,
Dashavatara, Pallavi, the
dance showing the beauty
and elegance of the dancers
that attracted lakhs of people
from different parts of East
India.
The second day belonged to
the troopes of Cuttack. The
entire seven day programme
was studded with dances like
Sambalpuri, Chau, Jhumri. The fourth day observed the famous Bhiu dance, with the graceful dancers from
Assam representing their glorious age old tradition.
The cultural programme started everyday at 6:30 in the evening and lasted upto 10’oclock. The closing ceremony included the kashmiri dance and this dance troop was the highlight of entire programme which made
Balijatra unique this time.
It was a great privelage for the people of Orissa to experience a diverse cultural extravaganza as elaborate as
this.

Munmun Bardhan
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A WORD ABOUT PHOENIX
An HR Consultancy and Training house, Phoenix Resource Centre trains and upgrades HR talents of the Youth of not
only the Orissa State but also others, providing an extra edge by imparting value-based holistic training in Education and
Management in a symbiotic ambience. Phoenix Resource Centre has carved a niche for itself in the society today having
pioneered and authenticated the concept of Integrated superior subjective learning superimposed with the objective dimensions of Communication and Personality Development, Mentoring, Facilitating, Career Guidance and Counselling in
the State and outside for the last six years. In fact, it is the only such training Institute in the country and has been acknowledged in various forums.Its unique and modern methodology make its trainees standout amongst their peers wherever they
join. It has no franchisees, no branches and no coercive advertisements. The strong alumni network, who are well placed
in life in India & abroad, have undergone this unique Integrated Objective Training Programme besides well-researched &
annualy upgraded subjective learning.To meet its objectives, the Phoenix Resource Centre is endowed with seamless
State-of-the-Art facilitation. It has fully self-contained multimedia digital workstations to take care of translating everything from conception to end products including capturing,designing,editing,burning,printing in varied formats of print,audio
and video; virtual classrooms; an integrated communications lab with CCTV and digital audio-video recording/event
playback/realtime debrief facilities; a well-stocked multi-disciplinary library with research facilities and a strong interface
with the industry.The Centre is committed to facilitate young minds to exploit their full potential.

